Armley Raised Toilet Seat
Code: FS-RTS-R-150
Price: £42.00 incl. VAT
Date: 15/04/2021
VAT Relief Eligible: Yes
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

The Armley Raised Red Toilet Seat is a convenient method of adapting any toilet seat to fit the needs
of an individual.
Bright contrasting colour; reminds people with cognitive loss what the purpose of the
toilet/bathroom is, and where it is located
Easily attached & removed, requires only the hands (no tools)
Can usually be used without needing to removing existing toilet seat
The Armley Raised Red Toilet Seat can be very useful in shared households or accommodation, when
travelling, in care homes or hospitals, or simply as a more temporary solution than permanently replacing
a toilet seat.

Comfort Features
The Armley Raised Red Toilet Seat is also designed for comfort:
Raises the height of a toilet; allowing users to get on & off the toilet easier, with less pressure on
hips & legs
Large surface area that distributes weight more evenly than a standard seat
Contoured edges; increases comfort & stability

Hygiene Benefits
The Armley Raised Red Toilet Seat has many features that make it an extremely hygienic toilet seat:
One-piece plastic moulding allows for easy movement & cleaning
Can be fully immersed in water, or placed in an autoclave to be sterilised
Anti-bacterial protection built-in as standard
Wide cut-away at the front allows for easy personal cleaning during use
These hygiene benefits are useful for all customers, but they also make this seat a popular choice for the
NHS.

Combine with Dementia Signage
Combining the Armley Raised Red Toilet Seat with a red toilet sign can also work very well, you can view
all of our signs by visiting our Dementia Signage page.

Specifications & Dimensions
Toilet seat weight: 1.3kg
Maximum user weight: 190kg
Dimensions: See below
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Options Available
IMAGE

SKU

OPTIONS

PRICE (INCL. VAT)

PRICE
(VAT RELIEF)

FS-RTS-R-50

Size Colour :
50mm/Red

£42.00

£35.00

FS-RTS-R-100

Size Colour :
100mm/Red

£42.00

£35.00

FS-RTS-R-150

Size Colour :
150mm/Red

£42.00

£35.00

FS-RTS-B-50

Size Colour :
50mm/Blue

£42.00

£35.00

FS-RTS-B-100

Size Colour :
100mm/Blue

£42.00

£35.00

FS-RTS-B-150

Size Colour :
150mm/Blue

£42.00

£35.00

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is FS-RTS-R150.

